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 The previous chapters provide little evidence of electoral accountability in American 

legislatures.   From these findings, it appears that the American electoral process does little 

to create incentives for state legislative representation.  Some state legislators, however, 

may disagree with this characterization or at least say the previous analyses overlook an 

important part of the electoral process: the primary.   

Primary elections provide members of a political party an opportunity to hold their 

representatives accountable and can create incentives for legislators to represent party 

interests on important issues.  For example prior to the Supreme Court’s ruling in 

Obergefell v. Hodges in 2015, gay marriage was a hot-button issue in state legislatures.  In 

2009, the New York state senate voted against legalizing same sex-marriage 38-24, but two 

years later a similar measure was adopted 33-29.  Critical to the legalization of same sex 

marriage were Republicans Stephen Saland, Roy McDonald, Mark Grisanit, and James 

Alesi’s decisions to join Democrats to help pass the measure (Bainn and Lovett 2011).  

After the 2011 vote, visitors in the chambers erupted into a chant of “U.S.A! U.S.A,” but this 
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good will was not shared by all in the chamber, particularly amongst members of the 

Republican caucus.  

 New York Republicans’ displeasure manifested itself in the realm of electoral 

politics, and none of the Republican senators who supported gay marriage in 2011 

remained in the legislature by 2014.  McDonald failed to receive the support of the Saratoga 

County Republican party in 2012 and was subsequently successfully challenged by county 

clerk Kathleen Marchione for the Republican nomination.  Saland meanwhile squeaked out 

his party’s nomination 50.5% to 49.5% in 2012, but his primary challenger ran as a 

“Conservative” in the general election and received over 17,000 votes.  Saland lost the 

general election by fewer than 2,500 votes.  Grisanit secured both his party nomination and 

reelection in 2012, but conservative Republicans kept at it and denied him the nomination 

in 2014.  Alesi took a less painful exit from the Senate announcing on May 9, 2012 that he 

would not seek reelection.  Coincidently, Republican Assemblyman Sean Hanna expressed 

interest in running a primary challenge against Alesis the same day. 

 The electoral fates of these Republican senators serve as potential examples for 

other state legislators: If you buck the party line, there can be an electoral price to pay.  

Electoral ramifications for policymaking help solve the moral hazard problem posed by 

representative government, but it is important to consider that the type of accountability 

afforded by primaries has different implications than accountability in the general election.   

The threat of losing a primary election creates incentives for legislators to represent their 

party base.   This type of accountability helps constrain legislators’ behavior, but primary 

accountability in the absence of general election accountability may lead legislators to 

ignore the median voter and become more polarized.  Given the findings from Chapter 3 
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that suggest there is little reward in the general election for an incumbent to be 

ideologically moderate, this scenario is very possible, making it then important to evaluate 

if moderate representation promotes competition in the primary. 

 It is relatively unknown the extent to which a legislator’s representation affects 

primary election outcomes.  Outside of Gerber’s (2002) study of California’s 1998 primary 

reforms that finds moderates became more likely to win their party’s nomination than 

under the previous primary rules, I am unaware of analyses that examine how a state 

legislator’s representation affects his or her primary competition. 3  Recently there has 

been greater interest in how primary rules affect state legislative representation (e.g. 

Bullock and Clinton 2011; McGhee et. al 2014; Grose et. al 2015).  I welcome readers’ 

recommendations of other literatures to consider, but overall it appears that the existing 

research does little to determine whether the aforementioned New York Republican 

senators facing greater competition reflects broader trends across American legislatures or 

is simply an anecdote of accountability. 

To provide a fuller account of accountability in American legislatures, I investigate 

the extent to which characteristics of elections, legislatures, and legislators influence state 

legislative primary competition in descriptive and statistical analyses using new data on 

primary election results from the last two decades.  Jason Windett, myself, and devoted 

                                                           
3 Hogan’s (2003) analyses of 1996 and 1998 elections in 25 states provide the most we know about 
competition in state legislative primary elections but predominantly focuses on institutional influences, such 
as state legislative professionalism, on competition. Grau (1981) finds in an examination of 15 states’ 
elections from the 1970s that there is greater primary competition in states with multimember districts or in 
the south.  Focusing on 1976 and 1978 elections, Grau finds that approximately 30% of incumbents face 
primary challengers but only 3% do not secure their nomination.  Other previous research predominantly 
focuses on southern elections (Jewell 1967; Jewell and Breaux 1991; Key 1956), the top-two primary (Beck 
and Henrickson 2013), or single states, such as Kentucky (Jewell 1959), Indiana, Standing and Robinson 
(1958), Illinois (Wiggins and Petty 1979). 
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research assistants collected all state legislative primary election results from 1992 – 2010 

in a three stage process.   We are collecting data and checking data for each state along with 

linking this data to other existing datasets.4  Data has been completely collected for 49 

states, checked for 46 states, and linked to the SLER and DIME datasets for 40 states.  For 

clarity in presentation, statistical analyses focus on the completed states that exclusively 

had single-member district elections.  Future drafts will include all elections that have 

partisan primaries. 

Descriptive Analysis 

[ Insert Figure 6.1 Here ] 

 As discussed in Chapter 2, an incumbent cannot be held electorally accountable 

without a challenger.   Recall that approximately 40% of incumbents do not face a major 

challenger, and it appears twice as many incumbents go uncontested in the primary.  

Figure 6.1 replicates Figure 2.1, but only includes the 40 states where data has been 

collected.  Approximately 61% of incumbent state legislators face an opponent in the 

general election (solid line), but only 15% of incumbents face an in-party primary 

challenger (dashed line).5  While an overwhelming number of incumbents do not face a 

primary challenger, for 8% of incumbents, the primary challenger is the only competition 

they face.  On the flip side of this, the meager level of competition in the primary and 

                                                           
4 We first identified election results on state government web sites or requesting printed versions of results 
from secretaries’ of state offices.  Using these documents, research assistants inputted the names and vote 
totals of all candidates who competed in a contested state legislative primary.  For uncontested races – in 
which primary vote totals are rarely reported – we assume the candidate who appeared as a party’s 
candidate in the general election was the primary election “winner.”  Following this collection stage, different 
research assistants checked that all contested races were included in the original data collection, and these 
research assistants also checked the accuracy of names and vote totals for a random sub-sample of the data.  
Finally, each candidate in our data was linked to the existing SLER and DIME datasets where possible. 
5 I define a race as contested if the number of candidates exceeded the district magnitude. 
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general elections results in over a third of state legislators facing neither a primary nor 

general election challenger.  In fact, one state legislator – Emile Bruneau Jr – was 

“reelected” to the Louisiana state house without any competition for over 18 years. 

[ Insert Figure 6.2 Here ] 

 Bruneau is an extreme example, and the rates of challenger entry vary across states 

and institutional contexts.  Figure 6.2 illustrates the proportion of contested incumbent 

races by state.  Unsurprisingly in states with multi-member districts – such as Arizona and 

New Jersey – there are more challengers, but fewer than 5% of incumbents regularly face 

primary competition in New York, Connecticut, and Maine.  Returning to the example of 

same sex marriage in New York, Senators McDonald and Saland facing challengers then is 

somewhat of an anomaly.  These Senators two of the mere three Republican incumbents 

who had a primary opponent in 2012.       

[ Insert Figure 6.3 Here ] 

 Primary challengers, furthermore, more often appear in partisan districts.   Figure 

6.3 illustrates distribution of districts where incumbents face challengers in primary 

(outlined with a solid black line) and general elections (outlined with a dashed black line).  

In primary elections, challengers more frequently appear in districts whose partisanship 

aligns with the incumbent party.  Incumbents face challengers twice as often (18% versus 

8%) in districts where their party received more than 55% of the presidential vote as 

compared to less than 45%.   Meanwhile in general elections, challengers more often 

appear in more moderate districts.   

 Incumbents overall are very successful in primary elections, winning 98% of their 

races.  By means of comparison, incumbents win 95% of general election contests.  Part of 
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the difference between incumbent success general and primary elections is attributable to 

low levels of elite-level intraparty competition illustrated by Figures 6.1 and 6.2.  But 

somewhat surprisingly when incumbents face challengers, 12% of incumbents lose in the 

primary election, and only 7% of incumbents lose in the general election.   

To illustrate this difference in incumbent electoral success again challengers, Figure 

6.4 plots the distribution of incumbents’ margins of victory in primary (outlined with a 

solid black line) and general elections (outlined with a dashed black line) where this is a 

challenger.  A greater proportion of incumbents win by less than 15% of the vote in 

primary than general elections.  It is immediately unclear why incumbents lose at a higher 

rate in primary elections.  One possibility is that the types of challengers incumbents face 

differs in quality.  Low-type incumbents, furthermore, may be weeded out at the primary 

stage, preventing their defeat in the general election.  For future drafts, I welcome readers’ 

thoughts as to why there is a greater defeat rate for incumbents (when challenged) in the 

primary rather than general election.  

[ Insert Figure 6.4 Here]  

Multivariate Analyses 

To more systematically investigate the patterns illustrated by the above figures, I 

conduct statistical analyses similar to those in Chapters 2 and 4.  For unfamiliar readers, 

these chapters respectively focused on challenger entry and incumbent reelection in state 

legislative general elections.  My analyses here are similar, but my dependent variable is 

whether an incumbent faced at least one challenger in the primary election or won their 
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primary election.6  Given my dichotomous dependent variable, I use probit regressions to 

estimate the relationship between challenger entry and the following independent 

variables.    

Challenger Entry 

Similar to the studies of challenger entry in Chapter 2, statistical analyses account 

for state legislative professionalism (Squire 2009), district size, district partisanship,  and 

the number of terms served by the incumbent (Shor and McCarty 2011; Klarner et. al 

2013). 7  Estimations, furthermore, control for whether an election occurred in a state with 

term limits (NCSL), during the midterm, or in the south.   I also consider whether the 

incumbent faced an opponent in the previous primary election and if a primary election 

was open or closed.  I define a primary as closed if no cross-over voters are permitted in a 

party’s primary using the classification provided by McGhee et. al (2014: Table 1).   

To evaluate the extent to which primary elections promote accountability at the 

elite level, I investigate whether challengers are more likely to enter elections during bad 

economic conditions or when legislators provide more extreme representation.   To assess 

economic conditions, I use the change in a state’s personal income during the second 

quarter of the election year, and to capture representation, I use the incumbent’s ideal 

                                                           
6 Future drafts will give more consideration to the number of challengers incumbents face in primary 
elections. 
7I measure partisanship using district-level presidential vote for the Democratic party.  For 1991 – 2000 
elections, I use Gore-Bush vote, and for the 2001 – 2010 elections, I use averaged Bush-Kerry and Obama-
McCain vote.  I am missing Gore-Bush vote for the NM Senate, and the AR, CO, and MS state legislatures and 
Kerry-Bush vote for the FL and MS.  
Squire’s index accounts for difference in legislators’ pay, staff, and length of legislative session.  I assign 1986 
professionalism scores to the 1991 elections, 1996 scores to the 1992-1998 elections, 2003 scores to the 
2000- 06 elections, and 2009 scores to the 2008 – 2010 elections.  
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point (Shor and McCarty 2011).8  If potential primary election challengers are strategic like 

their general election counterparts, I expect incumbents to face fewer challengers during 

strong economies, and in regards to representation, the spatial model suggests that 

incumbents will be more successful in a Republican (Democrat) primary if they are more 

conservative (liberal) unless the incumbent is already more ideologically extreme than the 

median party voter (Cadigan and Janeba 2002).    

A key limitation of my analysis is that I do not have a measure of how conservative 

or liberal the Republican or Democrat parties are within a district.  I, therefore, cannot 

measure how distant a legislator is from their party’s primary voters at the district level.  I 

welcome recommendations regarding how to measure these party constituencies.  For my 

current analyses, I expect more liberal (conservative) legislators to face less competition in 

more liberal (conservative) districts.  To investigate these conditional effects of 

representation on competition, I interact a legislator’s ideal point with my measure of 

district partisanship. Given more liberal and conservative legislators respectively have 

lower and higher ideal point values, I estimate models separately for Democrats and 

Republicans. 

 [Insert Table 6.1 & 6.2 Here] 

Statistical analyses in Table 6.1 reaffirm many of the suggestive findings from the 

above descriptive analyses.  To give substantive meaning to statistical relationships, I 

convert probit estimates to differences in average predicted probabilities associated with 

changes in key independent variables of interest ( first two columns of Table 6.2).  The 

                                                           
8 Readers should note that these ideal points are generally only available for legislators in most states after 
1996.  The following regressions, therefore, mostly omit the 1992 and 1994 elections. 
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average predicted probability of a Democrat or Republican incumbent facing a challenger is 

approximately .14.  State senators and non-Freshman incumbents are more likely to face 

primary challengers, and consistent with the above discussion of Figure 6.3, incumbents 

are more likely to face challengers in partisan districts.  A standard deviation increase in a 

party’s presidential vote share in a state legislative district results in at least .05 increase in 

the probability an incumbent faces a challenger.   While challengers emerge more often in 

partisan districts, they appear to avoid primary contests restricted to partisan voters.  

Statistical analyses suggest that moving from an open to closed primary decreases the 

probability of an in-party challenger by approximately .02.    

Unlike Hogan (2003), I find mixed evidence regarding the impact of state legislative 

professionalism on primary challenger entry across the two major political parties.  For 

races featuring a Republican incumbent, professionalism appears to have little impact on 

competition.  Meanwhile, Democrat incumbents from the most professionalized legislature 

(California) are at least 10% more likely to face a primary opponent than those from the 

least professionalized legislature (Wyoming). 

Statistical analyses furthermore suggest that challengers respond to statewide 

political conditions.  Incumbents who are members of larger legislative majorities more 

often face challengers, but the probability an incumbent faces a challenger decreases by at 

least .01 when there is 3% growth in state personal income.  Combined with the findings 

from Chapter 2, strong economies then appear to deter challengers in both the primary and 

general elections.  These relationships provide evidence that incumbents have an electoral 

incentive to stimulate the economy.  Otherwise, they are more likely to face electoral 

competition. 
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In addition to facing less competition when they oversee strong economies, 

incumbents also appear to be less likely to be challenged in primaries when they provide 

more ideologically extreme representation.  To interpret statistical analyses in the first and 

second columns of Table 1, recall that higher ideal point values indicate more conservative 

representation.  Consistent with the expectation that more liberal legislators face less 

competition in the Democratic primary, estimates in the first column of Table 1 show there 

is a positive correlation between a legislators ideal point and the likelihood he or she faces 

a challenger.   Otherwise stated, more conservative Democrats are more likely to face a 

primary challenge.  A standard deviation increase in a legislator’s ideal point increases the 

likelihood of a primary challenger by approximately 0.10.   

It is important to consider this finding within the two-stage electoral context of state 

legislative elections.  To win reelection, a state legislator must win both the primary and 

general election.  The above findings suggest that an effective way for a Democrat to avoid a 

primary challenger is to provide more liberal representation.  However recall findings from 

chapter 2, which suggest that a standard deviation increase in the ideological distance of a 

legislator from the median vote in the district increases the probability of a major party 

challenger by .05.  Reelection seeking Democratic incumbents are then faced with a 

decision regarding who to represent.  If they provide more liberal representation, an 

incumbent will be more likely to face a general election challenger, but ideologically 

moderate representation increases the likelihood of a primary challenge.  Given the 

relationship between representation and challenger entry is stronger in the primary 

election, a state legislator then may be enticed to be more extreme. 
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Statistical analyses furthermore suggest there is also a relationship between 

representation and primary challenger entry for Republicans, but the strength of the 

relationship depends on the underlying partisanship of the district.  Analyses in the third 

column of Table 6.1 provide little evidence of a direct relationship between representation 

and challenger entry, but turning attention to the fourth column of this table, the negative 

coefficient on the interaction term of “NPAT Ideal Point x Inc. Pty Pres Vote” suggests that 

more liberal Republicans face with increasing frequency as their district becomes more 

conservative.   

[ Insert Figure 6.5 Here]  

Figure 6.5 illustrates this conditional relationship by plotting the predicted 

probabilities of a primary challenge for a conservative and average Republican incumbent 

under different levels of district partisanship.  In this simulation, I set the average 

Republican’s ideal point to be the mean ideal point of Republican incumbents, and I set the 

conservative Republican’s ideal point to be one standard deviation higher (or more 

conservative) than the mean Republican.  In more Democratic districts, a conservative 

Republican is more likely to face an in-party challenger, but as a district’s partisanship 

becomes more Republican, average Republicans become increasingly likely to face a 

primary challenger at a higher rate than conservative Republicans.   

Republicans in conservative districts then face a similar decision to Democrats.  If 

they provide more conservative representation, they will be more likely to face a general 

election challenger but less likely to face a primary challenger.  Meanwhile if they provide 

more moderate representation, they will be less likely to face a general election challenger 

but more likely to face a primary challenger.   It, however, is unclear why this relationship 
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would be conditional on the type of district for Republicans but not for Democrats, and I 

welcome from readers potential theoretical explanations. 

The above analyses repeatedly demonstrate that institutional and political features 

of legislatures and legislators influence the extent to which an incumbent state 

representative faces a primary challenger, but it is important to consider the magnitude of 

these effects.  For example, the overall average predicted probability of an incumbent 

facing a challenger is .14.  By means of comparison even under the extreme conditions 

where a Democrat incumbent who represents a district where the Obama received 65% of 

the vote; ran in an open primary; and provided conservative representation (e.g. a standard 

deviation above the mean ideal point) faces a challenger with a probability of 0.29.   

Otherwise stated, there does appear to be a relationship between how incumbents behave 

in office and the extent to which they face primary competition, but even in extreme 

political circumstances, the likelihood a challenger emerges is low.   

Incumbent Reelection 

While a sizable majority of state legislators do not face primary challenges, some 

incumbents do not have a free pass to the general election.  As discussed above, however, 

despite voters having the opportunity to remove their state legislator from office via the 

primary, this rarely occurs.  Statistical analyses in Table 6.3 are similar to that provided in 

Table 6.1 but replace the dependent variable from whether there was a primary challenger 

to if the incumbent won the primary election.  The final two columns of Table 6.2 provide 

estimates of differences in predicted probabilities of key independent variables of interest 

using statistical analyses from the first and third columns of Table 6.3. 

[Insert Table 6.3 here] 
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Both Democrats and Republican incumbents win over 98% of their primaries.  

Statistical analyses in the first column of Table 6.3 suggest that Democratic incumbents are 

more likely to win reelection in professional legislatures, more conservative districts, and 

in states where Democrats hold fewer seats in the legislative chamber.  Recall from Table 

6.1 that challengers were also more likely to emerge under these conditions.  The strength 

of the relationships between these independent variables and incumbent reelection, 

however, is considerably weaker than that for challenger entry.  For example, a 14% shift 

in presidential vote increased the likelihood of a primary challenger by at least 0.05 but 

only decreases the likelihood an incumbent loses the primary elections by 0.01.   

In regards to accountability, statistical analyses provide little evidence of a 

relationship between the strength of the economy and incumbent success in the primary.  

Taken together with the estimates in Table 6.1, it appears that challengers strategically 

take on incumbents during poor economic times, but the economy itself has little bearing 

on the primary election outcome. 

Statistical analyses in the first column of Table 6.3, however, suggest that 

conservative Democrats and liberal Republicans are more likely to lose their party’s 

nominations, but the overall impact on incumbents’ electoral success is relatively small.   

Using the above classifications of an “Average Democrat” and “Liberal Democrat,” the 

predicted probability of a liberal Democrat winning their party’s nomination is .991.  

Meanwhile the predicted probability of an average Democrat winning the primary election 

is .985.   For Republicans, the comparable difference is .006.  Unlike the relationships 

illustrated in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the impact of legislative representation on incumbents’ 
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success in primary elections does not appear to be conditioned by underlying partisanship 

of a legislators’ district. 

Discussion 

The remarkable success rate of incumbents underscores Bibby’s textbook 

characterization of the primary as being “not unlike the common cold.  It is a nuisance, but 

seldom fatal” (2003: 172).  Over 80% of incumbents do not face primary challengers, and 

only 2% of incumbents ultimately fail to receive their party’s nomination.  How legislators 

perform in office, however, does have implications for how they perform in primary 

elections.  More moderate Democrats and Republicans are more likely to lose primary 

elections, suggesting that what happened in New York following Republicans vote on gay 

marriage was not an anomaly.  It, however, was likely a very rare event as the estimated 

strength between the relationship between incumbent reelection and ideological 

representation is weak. 

My analyses consider more states and primary elections than any prior research of 

which I am aware, but it still leaves many questions.  For example, I focus on incumbent 

reelection rather than incumbent vote share in primary elections.  Studying the former tells 

us about something more meaningful, such as if an incumbent won or lost rather than 

explaining why they received 70% instead of 60% of the vote.  Empirical analyses of the 

latter, however, may tell us more about some voters’ behavior.   In future drafts, I plan to 

investigate this further.  For example, I plan to investigate how changes in the 

informational environment affect incumbents’ success in primary election.  Given all 

candidates are of one party, voters cannot follow the party cue in a low information 

primary election.  Some states, such as Ohio, however inform voters of who is the 
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incumbent on the ballot, and this information likely leads to different voter behavior.  I 

additionally find the finding that an incumbent is more likely to lose in the primary than 

general election curious.  I welcome readers’ opinions regarding if this puzzles them as well 

or if it is a question not worth pursuing at this time. 
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Table 6.2: Changes in Predicted Probabilities of a Primary Challenger and Incumbent 
Reelection with Changes in Independent Variable Values 

 
Dependent Variable: 

Primary Challenger Entry 
Dependent Variable: 

Incumbent Reelection 

Change in Independent Variable 
Sample: 

Democrat 
Incumbents 

Sample: 
Republican 
Incumbents 

Sample: 
Democrat 

Incumbents 

Sample: 
Republican 
Incumbents 

3% Economic Growth -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 
Standard Deviation increase (14%) in 
Incumbent Party Presidential Vote 

+0.07 +0.05 -0.01 -0.01 

Least to Most Professional Legislature -0.10 -0.00 0.02 0.00 
10% Change in Seat Share for Party in 
Legislature 

+0.01 +0.01 0.00 0.00 

Freshman Legislator -0.05 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 
Closed Primary -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00 
State Senator +0.05 +0.07 0.00 0.00 

 

 


